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Meaningful Objects

Sleek Appliances

Wine Displays

An Emphasis on Wellness

Bold Marble

More Island Space

Organic Materials and Shapes

Coffee Beyond the Kitchen

Prepare to lean into authenticity and prioritize joy. "Quiet greens and
calming blues can combat a tumultuous political landscape, but
ultimately it's the objects we fill our homes with that hold the most
power to ease our anxieties,” says Jean Lin, the founder of design co-op
and firm Colony. “Maybe it's your grandfather's collection of fly fishing
lures, or maybe you're zealous for antique maps, well-loved vintage
furniture and art from around the world —whatever it is that brings
your truest self to your living space is on trend."

"Homeowners are moving away from hiding their wine cellars and are
using wine storage like an art installation," says designer Jeff Andrews.
"It is a collection after all!" Adding a wall of wine adds intrigue and acts
as art in a client's living room, which was recently featured on the
Netflix show Designing Miami.

“More and more homeowners are incorporating bold statement pieces
of marble in their kitchens to create a focal point and add a touch of
drama," says designer Hilary Matt. "You can achieve this look with a
bolder use of colors, unique veining styles, or both!”

Earth tones and organic shapes are expected to draw popularity—
according to Elad Yifrach, the founder of L'Objet—because they’re
rough and refined at the same time. “This trend towards softer,
curvaceous forms and imbuing elements of nature within our homes
reflects a desire for comfort, albeit in a more sophisticated and refined
manner with the incorporation of metals, rocks, and harder textures to
add juxtaposition and visual complexity,” Yifrach says.

"Cabinetry and kitchen islands are statement pieces within the home,
and consumers are opting for bold looks and wanting their appliances
to compliment the overall design," says Andrews. "Induction cooktops
and ranges are especially gaining traction because of their sleek look,
safety, and efficiency. I recently renovated my dream home and
installed a Wolf induction cooktop that not only looks great in the space
but also offers powerful performance." Induction cooktops are even
becoming widely available on more traditional-looking ranges.

Wellness is a driving factor of design for 2023. “Adding elements that
help promote self-care and well-being can transform any space into an
oasis,” says Andrews. “Adding a pair of undercounter refrigerators to a
home spa to store beauty products and chilled towels is something our
clients are loving.”

"Traditional kitchens are evolving and extending into other parts of the
home," Matt says. "In the coming year, I predict larger—and even
double—kitchen islands will be integrated to accommodate for larger
entertaining and gathering space in the kitchen."

Coffee machines naturally find a home in the kitchen, but brewing your
favorite drink doesn't have to take place there. "Clients are now adding
the luxurious comfort of an at-home coffee station to spaces like home
offices and home theaters," Andrews says. Adding one to a bedroom
would make waking up with a cup of coffee in hand even quicker.
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Sustainable Living

Amy Paice, interior designer at Henry Prideaux Interior Design says we
will be seeking out designers and makers who create beautiful pieces
from sustainable sources. "Sustainability continues to be a buzz word in
interior design, especially for those designers and clients with an ecofriendlier lifestyle. We expect to see much more adopting of the reduce,
reuse, recycle attitude in 2023."

The Return Of The All-White Kitchen

"I predict that the timeless white kitchen will be a big trend in 2023,"
says Annie Tullett, sales designer at kitchen company Tom Howley.
"We’ve seen such a shift in how we want our homes to look, feel and
function over the past three years. I think because of this extra time we
spend in our homes we need them to feel that much roomier, lighter,
and brighter. White kitchens do this perfectly, they offer a
transformative aesthetic to any size room and master the art of illusion,
making smaller rooms feel bigger."

Decorative Borders and Stenciling

Fans of traditional wall covering will love one of 2023’s most creative
trends – borders and stenciling. Taking inspiration from period homes,
this renewed interest in traditional craft echoes our new-found
appreciation of graceful living.
"All trends are cyclical, and we’re currently enjoying a lot of 1930s
references in interiors," says Annie. "Stenciling calls back to classical
printed murals and stamping traditions, which were heavily referenced
throughout and after the Art Deco and Art Nouveau periods. Given how
easily stenciling can offer a whole extra layer to your painted furniture
it’s no surprise we’re constantly reinventing ways to bring them back."

Sunset Hues

Dulux has chosen a soft golden neutral, Wild Wonder, as its color of
the year for 2023, but there’s a trend towards therapeutic ‘sunset hues’
that goes further than this shade’s mellow tones. From paint company
Benjamin Moore’s soft, rosy Raspberry Bush to the fresh ‘Digital
Lavender’ trend forecasters WSGN say will give interiors a crisp new
color to play with in 2023, tones reminiscent of the setting sun are
helping to "to create a welcoming and nourishing energy", says Helen
Shaw, UK marketing director at Benjamin Moore.

Curves

We’re familiar now with curved sofas and armchairs, but sinuous
shapes are set to spread languorously throughout the home, says
Matthew Currington, technical director of The Lighting Superstore. For
a bit of retro flair, he recommends opting for domed light shades "A
statement piece like a curved marble and chrome dome floor lamp will
be a great way to make a feature in a certain spot."
Look out for 1970s-inspired curved graphics on wallpaper and flooring
too. Another easy way to embrace curves is to invest in a circular rug.
"We’ve noticed some wonderful examples of circular rugs which make
an interesting alternative to rectangular or square options," says Amy.

Terracotta and Stone

Adding warmth and reminding us of soft Mediterranean landscapes,
terracotta is really on fire for 2023. "Terracotta is definitely having a
resurgence," says Diane. "Providing a rustic, earthen texture, it feeds
the prevailing desire to connect our interiors with the natural world. In
shades of toasty burnt orange and reddish brown, terracotta tiles work
well in white farmhouse-style kitchens, grounding and bringing warmth
to the otherwise clean, crisp space. Terracotta is also ideal for porch
tiling, creating a welcoming and distinctive entrance to your home."

Oversized Lamps and Wall Lights

Pendant lights, shades and chandeliers are playing with perspective,
especially in smaller rooms, says Niki Wright, co-founder of lights &
lamps. "For 2023, we are designing products with exaggerated scale to
create interest and a sense of fun," she explains. "This could be across a
collection of lamps with a similar textured surface, or the use of geometric
shapes such as domes, cones and globes. A statement lamp can have
such gravitas in a living room whilst a similarly-shaped lamp in a smaller
scale can be a lot more practical in a nook or placed on a small shelf."

Brown – and Brown Furniture

Brown is back, neatly encapsulating both the 1970s retro trend and the
interest in all things natural. "Brown is excellent for providing a sense of
reassurance, it’s warm and welcoming and totally unintimidating," says
Benji. "in 2023, we’re warming up with rich chocolate and caramelcoloured wood tones" – but also furniture.
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